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In market conditions of economic development an important factor
in any industry is to save resources while achieving maximum impact use of
technology and systems. The economic benefits and traffic safety in rail
transport largely depends on the efficiency of interaction of elements in the
"rail track - rolling stock - contact network" [1].
During operation of rolling stock are constantly faced with the prob-
lem of wear of the working surfaces of the wheels, brake pads and linings
current collectors (fig.1). Wear this irreversible process that leads to manda-
tory replacement of these elements and increasing resource costs. In addi-
tion the profile wheels is largely dependent on the dynamics of rolling
stock, track impact, smoothness and implemented thrust. From the efficien-
cy of interaction with wheel brake pads or disc depends on traffic safety and
on the profile of the surface of the lining - the effectiveness of taking elec-
tricity from the contact network.
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Fig. 1. Wear of the wheels (a) and the linings current collectors (b)
Solving the problem of reducing the wear of the working surfaces of
the system "track, rolling stock - contact network" requires a comprehensive
approach and taking into account the multifactorial effect on the system.
Each footprint "wheel-rail", "wheel-block", "brake disc - pad", "trolley -
contact network" has some resource that should be taken into account and
predict the design and technical operation of vehicles. On this depends the
operation efficiency of the whole system "track, rolling stock, the contact
network." The methods of use of these resources include patented solution:
- Increasing resource bandages bogies through the use of new tech-
nology replacing the position of bogies in a wheelchair during the operation
and, thus, extending the period of operation before regrinding;
- Reduce wear on the working surfaces of brake components by
cooling the contact areas air supply, which descends into the bellows of the
brake cylinders during braking; decrease in the resistance movement of
trains on the establishment of a shape-memory plates on the brake discs for
closing the vents when driving the rolling stock and the opening of their
braking (fig. 2) [2];
- Lifetime extension pads using two current collectors working sur-
faces.
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Fig. 2. Technical solutions to reduce the energy consumption of trains
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